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XALPHA

Roadmap
Plan and steps for future development

Progress Explainer

Researching

Brainstorming or searching for the 

best implementation method

Negotiating

Contacting potential partners for 

product implementation

Wireframing

Building UX UI solutions and preparing 

for development 

In Development

Product is in development or testing 

phase before release
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XALPHA Extension on Safari and 
mobile devices

Q2 In Development

 Enable all major browser : safari

 Enable Mobile screen users : kiwi ; ios for twitter; Android for twitter

Use XALPHA Extension on almost all 
crypto websites

Q1 Wireframing

 Social Media websit

 Coin explorers like CMC C

 On-chain Analytics tool

 Launchpad

 Charting tools: dexscreener, dextools, defined, d

 Web3 Dapp

 DEXs, CEXs, Dex Aggregator

 DeFi protocols like Lending Borrowing Farming OTC Bridg

 Blockchain explorers like Etherscan 

Filtering token key data 
informations - DYOR

Q1 In Development

 Market Dat

 Security Dat

 Social Media data from Twitter, Telegram and Discor

 Chartin

 Sentiment Dat

 Holder wallet metrics
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Trending token detection
Q1 In Development

 spot trending tokens in twitter and telegram across different chains, 
across different age, FDV filters

Trade directly in XALPHA extension
Q1 Negotiating

 One click trading experience via telegram trading bot

 Integration and Partnership with trading bot service providers to trade 
directly via extension

Trading integration with Binance, 
Bybit, Kucoin... 

Q3 Researching

 One click SPOT and Leverage trading experience via telegram trading 
bot

 Integration of trading with NEWS from official twitter handles

Perform OTC, BRIDGE....
Q3 Negotiating

 Enable aggregation of OTC orders for token

 Offer possible Bridge options via our exchange for each token
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XALERT - Telegram alert bot 
Q2 Wireframing

 spot trending tokens in twitter and telegra

 track twitter social media activity for tokens in telegram

XALPHA Community
Q1 Wireframing

 Community activity leaderboar

 Bounty rewards enabler for incentivising airdrops for active community 
member

 Raid bots for telegra

 Project account and influencer activity : Social Media alerts for 
community

Sentiment AI 
Q1 Wireframing

 Create sentiment analytics for each of the toke

 overall sentiment for the market

Twitter and Telegram Influencer 
Analytics

Q2 Researching

 Weekly Token Mentions: Count of unique tokens mentioned in the past 
week, with a comparison to the previous day

 Lifetime Token Mentions: Total count of unique tokens ever mentioned, 
with a monthly comparison

 Top Promoted Token: The token with the most frequent and positive 
mentions, including its market cap.
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 Win Rate %: The percentage of mentioned tokens that reached a $1M 
market cap

 Scam Rate %: The percentage of mentioned tokens that turned out to 
be scams

 Word Cloud: Visual representation of most used words in the 
influencer's crypto-related posts

 Buddy Tweeters: Accounts most frequently interacting with the 
influencer

 Most Active Time on Twitter: Time slots showing when the influencer is 
most active

 Collaborative Wins: Tokens that yielded the highest returns when 
mentioned in collaboration

 Past Tweets and Tokens: List of past tweets linked to mentioned tokens

 Time to ATH from Mention: Average time it takes for a mentioned token 
to reach its ATH

 Buddy Winners: Most successful combinations of the influencer and 
other tweeters in promoting tokens

 Alert on First Tweets: A system to alert when the influencer mentions a 
new token for the first time.

Official $token news in one place
Q2 Researching

 Alerts from official twitter accounts of coins listed as spot and 
derivative trading

 Aggregation of news stream from major sources (preferably via 
partnerships)


